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From the Gang

One last push for the
season...
As the racing season drew to a
climax, we made one last push to
see the season out.
Greg took on Quest Killarney in
October, followed by Westport
Sea2Summit. 2 of the biggest
attended events of the year.
While no land speed records
were endagered, 2 very tough but
enjoyable days racing were had
up Mangerton and Croagh Patrick
respectively.
These were shortly followed by
his name getting pulled out of the
lottery for a coveted spot in the Art
O'Neill Challenge in January. So
without much respite, training has
kicked off in ernest for that, having
missed last year due to injury. As
part of the training, Greg headed
north to the Mourne Mountains
to cut his teeth in mountain
navigation with ex National
Adventure Series Champion,
Moire O'Sullivan of Happy Out
Adventures, to learn the skills to
attack this self navigated race in
the new year.
Padraig took on Run The Line in aid
of the Dublin Wicklow Mountain
Rescue Team.
Dave has been putting in some
huge trail miles, all non competitive
stuff but keeping himself busy over
the winter months.
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The Home Of Adventure Racing

IT'S A LABOUR OF LOVE. WE ARE NOT IN IT
FOR THE MONEY BUT TO HELP PROMOTE THE
SPORT, ENCOURAGE HEALTHY LIVING, BOTH
BODY AND MIND.

G

iven that this is our
bumper Christmas issue
we thought we’d let you
in on some behind the
scenes info.
Some of you know us personally,
some of you know us to see at
races and some of you purely know
us from being those randomers on
the internet that do that Adventure
Racing website and the fine
publication you’re reading right
now.
What a lot of you don’t know is
specifically who we are, what
we do and day to day running of
Kayathlon.

hiking and the odd collaboration
with other like-minded ventures. All
this in name of bring you guys the
info, news and content that you want
to see (at least we hope so anyway!).
// THE WHO...
I was recently asked, “Do you do the
Kayathlon thing full time?” In short,
No!
GREG
A Multimedia Designer by day,
Greg spends his days designing
e-learning content, amongst
other things, for a large 3rd level
institution. Greg is a father.

// THE WHAT...



Inside
Story_____
By Dave Gowan

WE OFTEN GET ASKED ABOUT WHO IS KAYATHLON,
WHAT IS KAYATHLON AND WHY DO WE DO IT. SO
LET'S SHARE THE LOVE AND GIVE YOU THE INSIDE
STORY
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The Home Of Adventure Racing

Kayathlon was originally founded
by Greg way back in late 2015 /
early 2016 and started out as the
website/blog and the Facebook
page. Some hard graft in the early
days got the website and the
Facebook page off the ground
and gathering momentum. Dave
& Padraig joined the team circa
mid 2016. Both the Twitter and
Instagram accounts soon followed.
From humble beginnings we aligned
the brain trust and proceeded to
sculpt Kayathlon into Irelands
go to resource for all manner of
adventure racing needs, even some
needs you didn’t know you had,
and more recently branching out
into mountain biking, trail running,

The Home Of Adventure racing

...IN IT FOR THE LOVE OF THE

SPORT

PADRAIG
An engineer by day, Padraig
spends his days keeping a global
manufacturing plant within
tolerance! Padraig has dabbled in a
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Inside Story_____
By Dave Gowan

Kayathlon.ie
good things come to those who wait. We
do have lots of big plans!



Hopefully this little explainer gives a brief
insight the background of Kayathlon and
really, why the odd post is late. It kind of
puts us getting to the final of the Outsider
Awards this time last year into some
context, definitely a Kayathlon career
highlight!

bit of GAA coaching and leads the Kayathlon
stake in the Nationals AR Series. Padraig is
also a father of two.
DAVE
Spends his days as a Business Continuity
Manager for a large company with a national
footprint. Planning for the worst is his forte.
Dave is currently a father of one…
// THE WHY...
As you can see, none of us are idle for
very long in any given week. Weekdays are
Kayathlon.ie | 08

spent at the 9-5 job, weekends are a juggle
of family time, dads taxi and racing. Then
there’s the obviously omission from that list…
Kayathlon!
So why do we do it? Well we’re certainly not
in it for the money. It’s absolutely a labour of
love! We’re in it for the love of the outdoors,
the sport, the camaraderie, the opportunities
it presents us and the people we meet.
Are we happy to continue to just “tick over”?
Absolutely not, but with our already jam
packed schedule, these things take time and
The Home Of Adventure Racing

The Home Of Adventure racing
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position in the series events with 5 race
scores to count towards final total and the

CONTINENTAL NATIONAL ADVENTURE RACE SERIES

SeasonWrap
No two races are the same...ever!

THE COMPETITION IN ALL CATEGORIES WAS PHENOMENAL
THIS YEAR AND IT TOOK SERIOUS COMMITMENT,
DETERMINATION AND TALENT TO MAKE THE TOP 3.
Back in February we were

throughout the year also

delighted to share the exciting

picked up some Adidas trail

announcement that premium

runners and Continental bike

tyre manufacturer Continental

tyres!

had agreed to be title

2019 was a brilliant year



partner of the Irish

of racing...the series began

National Adventure

in March of this year at

Race Series in

Quest Kenmare and there

conjunction with Series

have been 11 events in the

founders Multisport Adventure

series overall from Dingle to

Ireland and promotion partner

Donegal and from West Cork

Kayathlon. This was a huge

to Glendalough.

boost for our sport and there

The Continental National

were brilliant prizes up for

Adventure Race Series

grabs for the series winners,

comprises of two categories

some other lucky winners

for both male and female...
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competitors gaining most points from 5
events are crowned national champions.

A PHENOMENAL YEAR
OF RACING CULMINATED
IN A NAIL BITING FINISH
AT THE LAST EVENT
TO DECIDE THE TITLES!
THE STANDARD OF BOTH
THE EVENTS AND THE
COMPETITORS WAS
EXCEPTIONALLY HIGH
THIS YEAR AND ITS
EXCITING TIMES AHEAD
FOR THIS FAST GROWING
SPORT.

We had some amazing days out in some

of the most picturesque parts of the country.
The competition in all categories was
phenomenal this year and it took serious
commitment, determination and talent to
make the top 3.
Well done to everybody who took part in

all or any of the events this year, we look
forward to another great series in 2020.
The 2019 Continental National Adventure

11

Race Series winners were officially
presented with their trophies by Tom

full on, action
packed events

Dennigan of Continental Tyres Ireland at a
presentation hosted by Series sponsors
Continental Tyres Ireland, MultiSport

the Expert Series competitors

Adventure Ireland and Kayathlon.

race in the longer events (3-4
hours typically) and the Sport
Series competitors’ race in
a shorter race (1:40-2 hours
typically). There are male and
female champions in both

Huge congratulations to the winners, and
IF THESE GUYS WERE INTERCOUNTY
FOOTBALLERS, YOU WOULD NEVER
HEAR THE END OF IT IN THE PAPERS
WITH THE TRAINING, COMMITMENT
AND EFFORT PUT IN. THEY TRULY
ARE A DIFFERENT LEVEL.
Source: Wise Cavan man

thanks to Continental Tyres for their support
through the year, we think it’s fantastic
partnership and look forward to continued
support in 2020

categories, points are awarded
to competitors for their finish
The Home Of Adventure Racing

The Home Of Adventure racing
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AWARDS TIME

A LUNCH TIME AWARDS CEREMONY HELD IN THE
JOHNSTOWN HOUSE. ABOVE ARE THE WINNERS
OF THE SPORT CATEGORIES. PRIZE GIVING BY TOM
DENNIGAN OF CONTINENTAL TYRES IRELAND AND
PADRAIG O'CONNOR OF KAYATHLON.IE.

SportCategory
Kayathlon.ie | 014

The Home Of Adventure Racing

AWARDS TIME

A LUNCH TIME AWARDS CEREMONY HELD IN THE
JOHNSTOWN HOUSE. ABOVE ARE THE WINNERS OF
THE EXPERT CATEGORIES. PRIZE GIVING BY PAUL
MAHON OF OUTFRONT EVENTS AND TOM DENNIGAN
OF CONTINENTAL TYRES IRELAND.

ExpertCategory
The Home of Adventure Racing
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QUEST KENMARE

An amazing season, was kicked off by tough conditions, on tough courses, by even tougher competitors

T

he 2019 season kicked off with a
bang in Kenmare for the first of 4
Quest Ireland Events in the Series.

DATE - 02/03/19
BOTH SPORT AND EXPERT
COMPETITIONS KICKED OFF
TODAY IN HEAVY MARCH
WEATHER CONDITIONS

very muddy Esk Mountain,
Bonane heritage park and
parts of the Kerry way but the
racing was epic!!
In the men’s expert an early
break from Mark Nolan saw
him finish in 1st place and in
the women’s race Ellen Vitting
chalked up the first of what

The town was plunged into darkness the night
before due to a power cut and many of the
participants had to take shelter in some of the
local taverns and inns where there was plenty
of refreshments available by candlelight while
Ollie Kirwan and his team worked through the
darkness to get everything ready for an early
morning start.

Heavy downpours in
the days preceding the
race provided some
testing conditions
for the participants.
Wind and rain was the
order of the day but
that didn’t dampen
the spirits of the 1,500
participants as they
tackled Molls Gap, a

would be 4 wins for the year.
In the women’s sport race
Niamh Garvey raced to victory
in a sprint finish with only a
minute separating the top 3
and only 10 seconds between
first and second!
In the mens sport race Gary
Lawlor and Philip Smith had

an amazing duel and were
side by side all day but Gary
just edged it by seconds in
another sprint finish.
One of our favourite races
of the year, we cant wait for
Quest Kenmare 2020!

QUEST
GLENDALOUGH

DATE - 06/04/19
A FULL HOUSE HEADED TO
THE GARDEN OF WICKLOW
TO TAKE ON ALL BEAUTIFUL
GLENDALOUGH COULD
THROW AT THEM.

A favourite in the calendar, the annual pilgrimage to home of St. Kevin

R

ound 2 of the Continental National
Adventure Race Series took us to
Quest Glendalough.

There were traces of snow at the top of the
mountain but the competitors were basking in
the sunshine in Laragh at the finish line. The
famous river crossing pontoon had moved this
year closer to Laragh GAA pitch and the extra
couple of kms along the greenway to the finish
stretched a few people towards their breaking
point!

Ellen Vitting once again had
the measure of the rest of the
field and made it 2 wins from
2 starts in the women’s expert
race while in the men’s Mark
Nolan also made it 2 wins
from 2 starts.

There was to be no sprint
finish in the women’s
sport this time as Donna
Mahon had plenty to
spare crossing the finish
line and in the men’s
sport it was a Cavan
CKR 1-2-3 as Niall Smith
became the first of the
2018 National Champions
to take a race win in
2019.

This event saw the first visit
of Series sponsor Continental
to one of the events and a
few lucky participants won
themselves some trial runners
and bike tyres at the finish
line! It also marked the first
outing of the Continental
‘shoe-bike’…a beast of a thing
to cycle but quite the eyecatcher!

WAAR - WILD ATLANTIC
ADVENTURE RACE

DATE - 11/05/19
DONEGAL. THE PERFECT
BACKDROP TO AN EPIC
DAYS RACING

It's not everyday you get to race on a runway, a beach and up a mountain

D

onegal bound for the first
‘standalone’ sport event in
the Series…the Wild Atlantic
Adventure Race. With only a short
technical mountain section on stage 3 this
course was likely to be very fast and the
leaders covered the first stage 10k run in
under 37 minutes which was a sign of how
fast and fierce the competition was!
Offering the chance to run on the live
runway of Donegal Airport and across
Mullaghderg beach this is one of the
most picturesque courses in the country.
Possibly one of the best organized events
we have ever taken part in and this event is
a fantastic addition to the National Series
Calendar.
With the National Series contenders taking
part, a very strong local field and lots of
local pride at stake it was no surprise to see
that the course record had to be broken to
secure a win here.

Outstanding performances by Shaun
Stewart and Siobhan Gallagher saw
them take the wins and keep the
trophies in Donegal! A fine 2nd place
finish from Niamh Garvey saw her
strengthen her place at the top of
the series leaderboard with her 3rd
podium in a row…and 4th place finish
from Niall Smith saw him overtake
Philip Smith at the top of the points
table. Stick this event on your to-do
list for 2020.

DINGLE
ADVENTURE RACE

Dingle, Sleagh Head, Conors Pass, Mount Eagle, Mountain Brandon to name a few!

C

elebrating its 10th anniversary in
2019, the hordes of Adventure Racers
descended on Dingle at the start
of June and as usual a mighty day
and night was had! 2019 saw the last outing
of the famous DAR Full course. Although one
of the shortest courses in the expert series
the opening cycle up Conor Pass and the
952 meters of vertical ascent on the 10k Mt
Brandon climb made this one of the toughest
course out there. While we won’t miss the
soul destroying final 10k run back in to Dingle
(believe it or not there are some strange people

DATE - 08/06/19
A FAVOURITE ON EVERY
ADVENTURE RACERS
CALENDAR WHERE THE ICONIC
YELLOW JERSEY IS OUT IN
FORCE

10km run that did it!) and so
chalked up her first win of
2019.
In the men’s expert race
the first outing in the
National Series for the
Scully brothers saw them
complete a powerful 1-2
finish, something which would
become a familiar sight over
the course of the year. A
feature of this race was the
some questionable kayaking
and various competitors’
evacuation of the kayak, the
sit in kayak is a different beast

who enjoy that 10k run….you know who you
are!!) we will miss the climb from Cloghane
up to Brandon from the East…but we have had
a preview of the new course and its going to
be awesome and bring in the sights of Slea
Head which was usually reserved for the Sport
participants!
In the women’s expert race Laura O’Driscoll
defied the laws of nature and recovery and
stormed to victory, having only just completed
a mammoth race at The Beast in NI the week
before (maybe it was that godforsaken last

to a sit on kayak

In the women’s sport race
Orlaith Smith had a fine
win and Catherina Hallahan
marked her name as a
competitor to watch coming
in not far behind in second
place. Another Cavan 1-2
in the men’s race with Niall
Smith taking the win from
Kieran Cosgrove and Des
Kennedy rounded out the
podium in a very competitive
race. We look forward to see
how the new course work out
in June ‘20.

GAELFORCE WEST

DATE - 22/06/19
THE OLD LADY OF ADVENTURE
RACING. A MUST FOR EVERY
ADVENTURE RACER

A trip up the Reek is a must for every aspiring adventure race

R

ound 4 of the expert series brought
the return of Gaelforce West to the
National Series. In its 14th year
this magnificent event is a testing
challenge for all levels of athletes.
There wasn’t much separating the leading
bunch by the time they crossed Killary Fjord
but descending off the Sheffrey Pass 2018
national champion Shaun Stewart who was in
second place and chasing hard unfortunately
crashed breaking his collarbone and ending
his season. Thankfully Shaun has made a
great recovery and hopefully we see him back
racing in 2020.
Shane Scully raced to his second win of
the season and a brilliant performance by
Sebastien Giraud saw him take 2nd place with

Dessie Duffy pipping
Luke McMullan for the
last podium spot.
Laura O’Driscoll
continued her fine form
with a commanding
win with Aine Mahony
and Collette Sweeney

taking 2nd and 3rd.
A must do event on
any aspiring adventure
racers calendar make
sure you join us back
there in June 2020!!

RACE2GLORY

DATE - 13/07/19
THE BLUE AND WHITE
BUNTING COVERED EVERY
INCH OF KILTIMAGH, AS THE
WHOLE NEIGHBOURHOOD
WAS OUT IN SUPPORT

A real feel good community spirit was felt throughout the day. Well done to all involved!

A

firm favourite in the Sport Series
this 40k course is designed by
Padraig Marrey (who was part of the
legendary gallant band of 11 warriors
who each made 12 ascents of Croagh Patrick
in 24hrs back in 2011…a powerful bunch
of runners). The first 10k run features the
interestingly named Spankers hill, short and
steep but you’re rewarded with super views
at the top. No kayak in this race but you’ll still
get wet as the final stage feature a short run
through the Glore river which always seems to
be the favourite part of the course!!!

series title in the remaining 4
events.

The women’s race was
won with a brilliant
performance by Aileen
McNamara but 2nd
and 3rd that day by
Lisa Clerkin and Niamh
Cleary was an indication
that there was going
to be some fierce
competition for the

In the mens race a
phenomenal display on the
bike by Jonathon Caulfield
saw his take the honours and
even some strong running
from Des Kennedy couldn’t
make up the gap so had to
settle for 2 second places
from 2 start and local Mayo
man Dwyane Flynn rounded
off the podium.
This is always a well
supported race and one of
the best value events in the
country…we really enjoyed
this one, and we’ll be back!

OFF THE BLOOM

DATE - 17/08/19
WITH A NEW COURSE TO
TACKLE, THE SLIEVE BLOOM
MOUNTAINS WERE READY!

Another trip to the midlands to take on all Offaly could throw at us

C

An expert only course this event was
another first timer event the national
Series and brought competitors in
a loop from the village of Kinnitty
through the Slieve Bloom Mountains and back
to Kinnitty. A flat out sprint of 1km to the bike
transition set the tone for the race and its was
foot to the floor for the whole way around.
A bike heavy course interrupted by a 10km
testing mountain trial run, Shane Scully broke
from the pack on the second bike stage and
put in a too big gap to be caught and claimed
his third win in a row and left us in no doubt

it out and although the bike
biased course should have
favored Ellen it was Laura who
reigned supreme here making
it 3 wins in a row and taking
her back to the top of the
overall table. Ger Kelly got the
better of Aine Mahony to take
the last podium spot.
Kayathlon was well
represented at this event and
we even managed to pick up a
new clock for the office in the
Sport race.

of his credentials to take the National title. He
was followed home by his brother Gary and in
third place Barry Cronin who at this point it the
season had begun to feature more regularly in
the top 3. Past the halfway point in the series
some fine consistent performances had seen
Darren Quinn take over the leaderboard and
Mark Pinfield, Garry Carroll and Seb Giraud
were all showing fine form. In the women’s
race it was all looking very familiar at the top.
The main overall series contenders Laura
O’Driscoll and Ellen Vitting once again battled

QUEST LOUGH DERG

DATE - 14/09/19
A BRAND NEW RACE BROUGHT
BRAND NEW CHALLENGES IN
THE HEART OF KILLALOE

New event, new routes, new challenges, bring it on!

T

he announcement of a brand
spanking new event in Lough Derg
on the Clare/Tipp border sparked our
full attention and so in September
we took the M7 and headed for Killaloe/Ballina
to check out the newest event from the Quest
Team. We weren’t disappointed and treated
to a fine day of racing in a very spectacular
setting. A feature of this course was the
famous Quest pontoon which was upgraded
to scan the breadth of the river Shannon,
apparently the first bridge built across the
Shannon in many many years and the longest
temporary bridge in Europe…or something like
that😊. 
In the men’s expert race an early break from
Shane Scully in his own backyard he was never
going to be caught and so it was 4 wins from
4 starts, another 1-2 as Gary Scully finished in
second and Barry Cronin held a 10 second gap
from Killian Heery for the final km across the
pontoon to the finish for 3rd.
In the women’s expert race Laura O’Driscoll
also made it a 4th win in a row and Rosy
Temple picked up second place with Karen
Shannon claiming a well deserved podium
spot.
Only 2 weeks after a 2nd place finish at Quest
12 Philip Smith claimed his first win of the year
in the sport race with Niall Smith and Bernard
Smith finishing strong also. In the women’s
sport race Lisa Clerkin was continuing her
rise to the top and a flawless race saw her

crossing the line with 6 minutes to
spare. Niamh Cleary also had been
improving with every race and picked
up 2nd with Orlaith Smith in 3rd.
After a mighty day racing the
Continental National Adventure Race
Series points tables were starting to
take shape. Darren Quinns reign at
the top of the expert table came to
an end as another solid finish from
Mark Pinfield saw him take over the
top spot but all signs now pointed to
Shane Scully completing a 5 in a row
the next race out and claiming the
title. Laura O’Driscoll was back on top
of the women’s expert and the Sport
Series in both men’s and women’s
was wide open with 3 events to go!!!
The first Quest Lough Derg was
a roaring success, this will be a
highlight of the 2020 calendar.

QUEST KILLARNEY

If this was F1, Killarney would be considered the Monaco of the series, it's the one they all want to win!

Q

uest Killarney...the jewel in the crown
of adventure racing.
There’s really no better day out than
Quest Killarney in October. Whether
you are doing the championship 83km course
or the challenge course you are in for a treat
and get to experience the magnificence of the
National Park or Torc Waterfall or the Black

Valley...and the expert course participants get
to have their souls destroyed on Mangerton
mountain! With 2,000 participants, 5 routes and
11 wave starts it’s an action packed day and an
exercise in logistical excellence!
In the men’s sport Philip Smith continued
the winning ways a good day on the bike for
Bernard Smyth saw him take 2nd place...
Anthony McGibney just missed out again on a
podium spot (Niall Smith was 3rd) and a fine
result for John ‘The Bikefit Physio’ Phelan in
4th, he likes this course!
In the women’s sport Lisa Clerkin was
becoming unstoppable as she took another
1st place but Niamh Cleary and Niamh Garvey
continued to keep the pressure on her.

In the women’s expert it was Ellen Vittings turn
to lead Laura O’Driscoll home (or maybe it was
the curse of the form guide!!!) and Aine Mahony
again picked up 3rd spot.

DATE - 12/10/19
5 COURSE, 2000
COMPETITORS, A FULL
HOUSE, GREAT WEATHER
AND EVEN BETTER CRAIC

In the men’s expert race Killian
Heery broke early and after some
deliberation Shane Scully followed
and we had a 2 horse race. Trading
blows up and down Mangerton
Shane finally got the upperhand in
the final few kms of the descent
through the woods and wrapped up
the Continental National Expert series
with his 5th straight win with Killian
crossing the line behind him. Another
solid performance from Barry Cronin
saw him take his fourth 3th place
finish and move in to the overall top
3.
There’s no event like it, Quest
Killarney is almost as good as
Christmas Day!!

SCAR - SKIBBEREEN
CHARITY ADVENTURE RACE

No rest for the wicked for The Wall waits for no one.

A

trip to west cork the week after
Killarney meant there was no rest for
the Continental National Adventure
Race series contenders but with vital
points on the line we were sure of a great days
racing in store and a beautiful crisp morning at
Castlehaven GAA pitch set the scene up nicely
for SCAR ‘19 and conditions for racing were
perfect!

In the women’s sport the hard work was paying
off for Niamh Cleary and she got her first win
of the year and sealed her spot in the top 3.
Sian Egerton was only seconds behind and
Orla Hayes took third. Philip Smith clinched the
national title and a marvellous year of racing
with another win, John Phelan went 1 better
than Killarney and finished in third with local
Steven Darby second. Although the national
title in the men’s expert had already been
decided there was still all to play for to make
up the final top 3. Barry Cronin’s consistency
all year ensured he was going to feature but
needed points to hold second spot. A solid first
run and bike left him in a good spot and he
opened up a gap to the chasers on the second
run and wasn’t to be caught. Sebastien Giraud
who was the leading candidate for the overall
third spot still needed 1 big result to ensure

he took that third spot but a mechanical issue
in the early stages of the first bike section
meant early retirement and another few weeks
to wait to try and seal his spot. John Magner

DATE - 19/10/19
VALUABLE NATIONAL SERIES
POINTS UP FOR GRABS WITH
ONLY A WEEKS BREAK FROM
KILLARNEY

took second place, his best finish of
the year and on rebel home turf and
a very deserving 3rd place went to
Darren Quinn who spent most of the
race in no mans land between 2nd
and 4th.
In the women’s expert race Ellen
Vitting chalked up her 4th win of the
year and this put her to the top of
the overall series with just 1 race to
go! Jenny Miller and Fiona Meade
featured for the first time this year to
take the 2nd and 3rd places. A key
feature of the race is the longer then
normal kayak leg at close to 2k, this
we think is a really great feature, you
have to work that bit harder and it
really makes it a 3 discipline race!
So with just 1 race to go there was
still plenty to play for, SCAR results
set up for an intriguing finish to the
season!!

SEA 2 SUMMIT

DATE - 09/11/19
THE LEGENDARY END OF
SEASON RACE WITH MANY
TITLE SPOTS STILL IN THE
BALANCE

One last roll of the dice, where 2700 strong participants finished out the season in style

I

t was off to Westport for the final
race of the 2019 Continental National
Adventure Race Series where cold
and wintry conditions were the order
of the day as 2,700 participants took part in
the biggest race of the year at the sold out
Westport Sea2Summit. While both the mens
expert and sport series titles were decided,
both the womens expert and sport titles were
still to be claimed.
In the Expert/Supreme race Ellen Vitting had
the upper hand coming in to this event with
Laura O’Driscoll needing to win to retain her
National Champion crown and after an epic
battle on Croagh Patrick on foot and Maum

on the bike Laura found the legs to race home
in first place and claim the race victory as
well as the 2019 series title. It was never easy
and Ellen pushed her all the way, both in this
race and throughout the year. Leesa Murphy
ensured some silverware stayed local with a
fine days’ work in 3rd.
In the womens Sport/Spirit race Lisa Clerkin
ensured she took the overall title with a
remarkable win. Aileen McNamara had
the measure of her back in Kiltimagh at
Race2Glory as it looked very much like a repeat
of that result but a brilliant final run saw Lisa
overturn an almost 2 minute gap and sprinted
home with only a few seconds to spare to
claim a sweet victory. Super performance from
Aileen in 2nd and Eimear Kelly finished off a
great race in 3rd.

The mens Sport race was being billed as the
race of the year and it didn’t disappoint. It took
a new course record and a phenomenal 13:50
final run to win it for Brendan Conway from
Paul Feeney who had the slight upperhand

arriving at the final transition but not
enough of a gap to hold off Conway.
Dwyane Flynn took his second podium
of the series in 3rd place and Philip
Smith was on his heels in 4th.
The mens expert race was also won
on the last run….Killian Heery and
Anthony Murray traded blows all day
but a strong final run from Killian
was good enough to take the win.
Sebastien Giraud rounded off a fine
year with 3rd place which ensured
that he took 3rd place in the overall
series. Performance of the day in
the Supreme was Darren Quinn
finishing 4th, one of the 6 people who
completed every race in the 2019
series!
And so this event brought a close
to the 2019 Continental National
Adventure Race Series and the
legendary after party was as usual….
legendary!!!!
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Position

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Shane Scully
Barry Cronin
Sebastien Giraud
John Magner
Mark Pinﬁeld
Darren Quinn
Liam Aherne
Garry Carroll
James Crowley
Johan Muller
John Gilleran
Gary Scully
Killian Heery
David Hickey
Jamie mcmahon
Stephen Thomas
Kevin Murphy
Andrew Howard
Dessie Duﬀy
mark nolan
David Power
Luke Mc Mullan
Matt Casey
Paul Mahon
Tadgh Moriarty
John Mangan
Patrick Power
Rory Mc Mullan
Dermot Maguire
Shane Fuller
Declan Donnellan
Peadar Corbally
Derrick Evans
Paul Dillon
Shane O Neill
Harry Clifton
Ian O Connell
Padraig Costello
Gareth Kelly
Anthony Gillespie

Quest
Kenmare

Quest
Dingle Adventure
Race
Glendalough
100
98
90
92
89
87
91
65
80
85

97
98
97
86
95
75
90

96
90
95
80
84

Gaelforce
West

Oﬀ The
Bloom

Quest Lough
Derg

Quest
Killarney

100

100
98

100
98
95

95

100
98
95
97
93
94

73

88

79

86

80
73
99
97

99

88

76
99
93

99
91

89

99
100

73
83
79
74
99
100
98

91

82

85
81
84

73
63

94

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Name
Laura O Driscoll
Ellen Vitting
Aine Mahony
Ger Kelly
Karen Shannon
Gillian Power
Caron McDermott
Yvonne Thompson
Rosy Temple
Cathy White
Jacqueline Le Bourhis
Claire Morrissey
Linda Carroll
Ann Horan
Laura Mahony
Natalia Pocelujko
Miriam Byrne
Maura Cleary
Martina Moloney
Sarah Duﬀy
Laurna McLoughlin
Deirdre O Gorman
Amanda Joyce
Aisling Ni Dhuibhir
Marie Murphy
Louise Mahony
Melissa Kelly
Catherine Hallahan
Claire Moriarty
Hilary Jenkinson
Patricia Smith
Patsy Winters
Hilary Hudson
Bernie Byrne
Marie Gorman
Yvonne Rogan
Ruth Garahy
Mary Berry
Maura Ormiston
Eleanor Smyth

89

82

93
4

59
89

86
47
68

Quest
Glendalough

99
100
98
93
94
91
66
79

99
100
98
97
93
92
74

92
83
63
68
60
85

70

50

49

62

66
87
61

55

Dingle
Adventure
Race
100
99

68

100
99

82
48

75
73

100
99
97
98
94
95
89

100

91
74
99

97
94

83

99
100
98
97

94

86
96
83
82
89

100
97
94
93
88

89

Sea 2 Summit
100
99
29
96
78
92

68
81

90

92
89

76
68

92

91
84
76

72
97

56

62

74

96

94
55

61
96
93
84

95
96

90

90
87

92

86

91
86

88
36

61
81

75

87

80
77

90

82

84
86

69
71

500
492
485
477
477
476
455
440
436
434
417
393
389
357
336
321
311
308
296
291
290
286
269
268
267
236
230
210
208
186
185
183
183
178
176
172
169
169
169
165

Position

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Philip Smith
Niall Smith
Bernard Smyth
Anthony Mc Gibney
John Phelan
Declan Donnellan
Padraig Keane
Colin Mcgibney
Pat Williams
Michael Fitzgerald
Declan Bagnall
Simon Loughnane
Teddy Fitzgerald
Rory Quinn
Patrick Fitzgerald
Noel Dunne
Norman Kelly
Fran Rea
Paul Martin
Kieran Cosgrove
Gary Lawlor
Liam O'Donnell
Adrian Farrell
Sean Butler
Des Kennedy
Dwayne Flynn
Paul Feeney
Leon Whelton
Fergal Mc Dermott
David Donnelly
Aaron Nixon
David Sheehan
George Craig
Quentin Mccann
Andrew Coogan
Barry Carolan
Gareth Donnelly
Peter Howard
Louis O Sullivan

WAAR - Wild
Atlantic Adventure
Race

Dingle
Adventure
Race

99
100
97
91
95
92

94
97
90
91

86

88

95
100
97
96
93
94
90
92
73
79

Quest
Kenmare

Quest
Glendalough

99
97
98
96

91
93
72
83

86

70
67

85
92

84
89

82
65
85

94
64
73
55
47

92
88

95
90
93
92
91
79
82

78
80
73

77
65
58
99

60
35
98
90

100
95

Race2Glory

75

Total
500
499
490
482
475
450
436
405
389
385
383
363
345
284
270
264
263
257
252
244
216
193
192
190
189
188
188
180
180
179
177
174
172
168
168
167
166
161
161
159

Position

Name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45

Lisa Clerkin
Niamh Cleary
Niamh Garvey
Catherine Hallahan
Debbie McCarthy
Martina Dunne
Siobhan Smith
Maria Flynn
Sharon Martin
Marie Sheehan
Shauna McCabe
Caitrin De Bhal
Orlaith Smith
patricia casey
Tara Reale
Eleanor Smyth
Caroline Kelleher
Aileen Mc namara
Geraldine Gill
Leonie Dolan
Sally Cudmore
Olivia Murphy
Therese Cahill
Melissa Kelly
Jayne Sheehan
Anne Marie Lowry
Marguerite O'Callaghan
Fiona Sexton Galvin
Helen Canavan
Yvonne Rouse
Paula O'Riordan
Kellie Farrell
Ruth Collins
Grainne O'Connor
Niamh Murphy
Ciara O' Leary
Elaine Mahony
Leah Gibbons
Patricia Daly
Clara Daly
Gillian Mc namara
Aoife Sheahan
HELEN DUFFY
Beth Gibbons
Susan Kingston

Quest Lough
Derg

Quest
Killarney

100
99
98
97
94
92
95
91
89
76
85
82
87
62

100
98
99
95
97
96
92
88
86
87

71

65

62
69
94

53
60

84
52
77

93

83
89

98

99
98
96

84

60

66

Quest
Glendalough
97
95
98
92
84
85
57
51
61

65

68
64
8

62
71
28

93

72

62

64
50

28

10

80

70
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WAAR - Wild Atlantic
Adventure Race

99
98

Dingle
Adventure
Race
97
96
99
94
93
83
89
77
100
88
85
81
69

Race2Glory
99
98
95
90
87
89
75

91
71
100
93

90
82
37
9

56
62

20

93

82

Quest
Killarney

100
99
96
97
90
81
86
79
92
89
82
87
98
94
93

100
99
98
96
91
94
86
92

91
58
84

75
55
72

90
89
15
95

SCAR - Skibbereen
Charity Adventure
Race
100
95
93
81
82
92

84
68

Sea 2 Summit

Total

100

496
493
491
483
448
443
440
388
353
346
342
314
289
277
261
234
211
199
191
181
174
165
163
157
151
148
147
146
144
143
141
140
138
137
137
131
129
126
121
112
110
106
105
104
104

92
76
86
94
67

83

36

70

72

53

Quest Lough
Derg

52
59

80

19
19

41

79
62

75 Race Series Points Table - Sport
73Women
2019 Continental National Adventure

98

57

84

88

106

72
66
67
70

73
81

78

87

39
79
75
80
59

93

91
59
93

65

78
53
74

498
494
489
479
477
469
456
452
401
395
393
393
350
333
327
314
298
295
295
291
284
269
266
204
197
196
195
186
185
182
182
177
166
162
160
158
157
157
153

81
77

77

97
96
94
92

87

79

97
100
87
85
84

96
95
98
94
88

Total

98
99

74
50

Quest
Kenmare

100

Sea 2 Summit

61

93
94
29

22
89
90

SCAR - Skibbereen
Charity Adventure
Race

94
91

1/16

95
88
91

92

80

SCAR - Skibbereen
Charity Adventure
Race

98

85

91

84
81

Total

2019
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73
98
77
76

86
56
53

Quest Lough
Gaelforce West Oﬀ The Bloom
Quest Killarney
Derg

90

88

100
94
86

88

Quest
Kenmare

73
92

92

92

2019 Continental National Adventure Race Series Points Table - Expert Women

96

95
93
96

91
82
76
56

1

76
81
84

97
81
87

89

88

89

98

94

67

68
86
87
95

97
92
93
90
89
87
88
96
99
81

78

27

96
67

99

87

97

1 /14

Position

95
98
96

91
95

97
95
84
88

55
60

48

100

88
71

80
74

Sea 2 Summit

98

96
93
77
56

93
94
86

SCAR - Skibbereen
Charity Adventure
Race

2019
NATIONAL ADVENTURE RACE SERIES
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82
99

90

71
79
66
72
77
74
75
62

45
49

61

57

53

44

60

76

53
57
63

29

Adventure Racing Maverick

OllieKirwan
ADVENTURE RACING | MARATHONS | CYCLES

W

e are accustomed
to looking at events
from the participants
point of view, we
do
‘competitor
spotlight’
feature,
we look at the experience they had
doing the event, the moments that have
brought them to this point, what impact
the event may have had on their life,
reasons why they choose this sport etc....

Multilevel multitasking
multiplied multiple
times is event
management
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So what about the other side, what about
the event managers, the race directors, the
people and teams that work tirelessly behind
the scenes to bring you these amazing
events. From event conception to race day
to the time the last flag or marker has been
removed from the course there are 100’s (in
some case 1000’s) of tasks and things that
need to be done so that we, the participants,
get the best experience possible and have the
day of our lives and have awesome stories
to tell to family, friends or work colleagues.
To get a better insight into just what is
involved in creating and running a series
of premier Adventure Races we had a chat
with event management specialist Oliver
Kirwan from Elite Event Management. A
Dublin native, Ollie moved to the Kingdom
of Kerry about a decade ago and set up
Elite Event Management in 2011. Ollie
and his hardworking, extremely dedicated
team deliver the multi award winning
Quest Adventure Race Events as well
as a bunch of other premier top level
events in the adventure/outdoor/sporting
world...pitting you against the most epic

EliteEvents
ADVENTURE RACING | MARATHONS | CYCLES

environments Mother Nature has to offer.

WHAT IS YOUR FAVOURITE ELITE
MGT EVENT?
We now organise 14 events every year and
we love them all. Outside the 5 Quest events
we organise the Wicklow 200, the Ring of
Beara Cycle, Ride Dingle, Run Killarney and
other corporate cycles. But the one event
that stands out every year as my favourite
is Quest 12.24. The people taking part put
so much into the event, the dedication to
training, they sacrifice so much, its inspiring
really to see an event we put on which can
have such a bearing on peoples life’s, in a
good way. So we have to make sure that we
organise Quest 12.24 in a way that matches
all the commitment the participants put in.
We could put in 4-5 days setting out the
course, dragging signs up mountains and
operating on 2-3 hours’ sleep, but it’s worth
it when you see the enjoyment / pain people
get from Quest 12.24. It will be good to take
a break from it this year but we’ll be back at
Quest 12.24 again in 2021.

The Home of Adventure Racing

GAME CHANGER

+

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE
BIGGEST
CHALLENGE
YOU FACE SOME OF THE
EVENTS?
Quest Kenmare – the Kayak and
the weather. We can organise
everything all the logistics,
staffing, signage etc but we
can’t account for the weather.
Quest Lough Derg – the bridge,
we did something no has ever
done before by building Irelands
largest temporary bridge over
the river Shannon. The amount
of Health & Safety and design
required was frightening, we even
had to turn off a power station up
the river to slow the flow of water
for the event day, and hope their

The Home of Adventure Racing

was no major power surge in
Limerick city during the day of the
event. Lots of sleepless nights.
Quest Sligo – new events always
have their challenges. Is the
course hard enough, is it too hard,
will people like the course we
designed, will the timings work
out. For each new event there is
lots of unknowns. Its all about
the course and the location so
hopefully people will love Sligo.

IS IT THE LITTLE THINGS
THAT GET YOU....LIKE A
MARSHAL NOT TURNING UP, A CAR PARKED
IN THE WRONG PLACE, A
FUNERAL/WEDDING ON
THE ROUTE, THE COUN-
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the next one.

STRANGEST THING YOU HAVE
SEEN AT A RACE?
We had a girl do Quest Glendalough with her
dog in her front basket of her bike, we had a guy
do Quest Killarney with a dog in a trailer behind
his bike, we had a guy who came looking for his
bike at registration and thought it was included,
we get asked at least 50 times every race ‘do
your feet get wet during the kaysk stage’. Every
race someone leaves home with their bike on
the back of their car and when they get to race it
has fallen off. We try to help out as best we can
but we can’t do anything about wet feet.

ANY EVENT YOU’D LOVE TO DO
YOURSELF?

CIL SPREADING FRESH CHIPS?
As Mike Tyson once said ‘everyone has
a plan until they get a punch in the face’
with events there are on average 1,500
tasks involved to make the event work on
the day, if you drop the ball with even 2 or
3 tasks on event day the entire thing falls
apart. Lots of pressure, lots of stress but
the team we have are amazing, we work so
well together when the pressure is on.

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WISH
THAT THE COMPETITORS IN
YOUR EVENTS WOULD DO OR
NOT DO?
We have such a great group of people who
do our events, we know nearly them all by
name, even some of their kids that come
along to the events over the years, we can
see them growing up when they come back
to a race 6 month later. We are all part of it
together at this stage. Only thing I would
ask competitors to do is understand that
we are just small business trying to keep
the show on the road. We appreciate all the
support that they give us, the competitors
are supporting 6 jobs in rural Ireland and
we are grateful for that.

advance. They do a super job promoting
the events. Then the logistics team kick
in with the planning and it all comes
together on event week. We’d have a big
meeting to finalise the plans for the event
on the Monday and then the teams head
off to deliver the various elements. Myself,
Seamus and Cian start packing trailer,
vans, kayaks etc from Wednesday. Usually
drive to site Wednesday and start the event
build on Thursday. We put in long shifts
of dragging signs up mountains, setting
up bike racking or putting out various
equipment at various locations. It’s great
that we do our events in remote locations
but it can be hard when the only access
to a certain point is a 2 hour hike lugging
a load of equipment. On event day then it
is all about checking and double checking
to make sure all marshalls are in place,

make sure medical is in place, our radio
comms are in order. Then its start the
different waves, do a safety speech (I’d say
everyone is sick of listening to me at this
stage). Once everyone has left we usually
have about 10mins before the winners
start coming back in, so its all systems
go getting ready for the winners. Once
the first people are in it kinda flows then,
everything is working, hopefully. It’s on to
clean up straight away then. All the signs
we put up must come down and as soon as
stage one is done our teams are sweeping
in behind cleaning up. By the time we are
all packed up and everyone is in safe and
sound we don’t have much energy left for
the after party. If you do see us the night
after the event we’ll be like zombies. Then
is back to our base in Killarney and unpack,
clean organise all the gear to get ready for

ANYTHING YOU’D LIKE TO
CHANGE ABOUT HOW EVENTS
ARE RUN IN IRELAND?
There is very little regulation about mass
participation sports events in Ireland. I’d love
if it was more regulated. The insurance issue
at the moment is massive with all outdoor
activities in Ireland. Many being forced to
close due to it. Our insurance premiums have
increased x 5 times what it was 2 years ago. It
put serious pressure on our business. When we
increase the entry fees for event it’s due to the
increasing cost organising events in Ireland.

IF YOU WEREN’T DOING EVENT
MANAGEMENT WHAT WOULD YOU
BE DOING?
That’s crystal ball stuff, it’s like trying to predict
who is going to win the race in the form guide 😁. 
I fell into event management about 9 years ago.
I was a Quantity Surveyor working in Dublin and
the recession hit hard in 2009 and everyone I
know in the construction industry lost their
jobs. My wife and I moved to Kerry, I bought a
bike and a surf board with whatever money I
had. I was unemployed and loads of time on my
hands to cycle and run around the mountains
in Kerry. We started taking part in events and
my wife’s friend Catriona (my business partner)
said we should organise an event in Killarney.
We started off with one event with 300 people

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE A
TYPICAL RACE DAY?
Its kind of race week really, rather than
race day. The planning for each event
start 12 months in advance, our marketing
and promotions team in the office have
the majority of their work done months in
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I’d love to do one of our own Quest events but
that’ll never happen, we are just too busy on
event day. I have a small family and I’m away a
lot of the time with events so when I’m home for
a weekend I can’t really head off up the county
to do another event. Any event that I do take
part are usually local in Kerry.

The Home of Adventure Racing

The Home of Adventure Racing

and now a few years later we have 25,000
people taking part in our events, we are the
biggest sports event company in Ireland. I’d
say if I didn’t move to Kerry all those years ago
and develop a love for the outdoors I’d have
immigrated to Australia or the Middle East.

ANY STANDOUT MOMENT OR INCIDENT FROM ANY RACE?
Every race is different, there are so many
stories around each race. People take part to
raise money for charity, people do quest to
overcome illness or who need motivation and
a focus in their life’s. A few years ago we were
out in a pub for our Christmas party in Killarney
and a lady I didn’t know came up to me to
thank me for helping her husband. I didn’t quite
understand but she told me her husband was
very unhealthy had mental health problems and
was struggling with work, family and general
everyday life. He signed up for Quest Killarney
and it changed their lives. It gave him a focus,
he lost 2 stone, his mental health improved
and he became a different person because of
Quest. It’s nice that something we do can have
such an impact on people’s lives.

at the event. My advice is to give it a shot,
you don’t need to be super fit or have lots of
expensive gear, trust me you won’t regret it.

YOUR THOUGHTS ON EVENT
MANAGEMENT AS A CAREER – IS IT
FOR EVERYONE?
Event management is a tough job. I saw a post
online recently and it listed the 5 most stressful
jobs you can do. Number 1 was a Bomb disposal
officer, number 2 was hostage negotiator and
number 3 was event management. We love
what we do and wouldn’t change a thing, I have
an awesome team who deliver our events with
a smiles on their faces. Our events bring us to
amazing places all over Ireland, no one day is
the same.
Thanks Ollie for taking the time to chat to us,
we really appreciate you and all the team in
Elite Event Management and your commitment
to bringing us some fantastic events. We look
forward to heading to Sligo this year so the
latest event, we’re certain it will a mighty day
there!!

WE OFTEN GET ASKED ABOUT
MANDATORY KITS, DO YOU THINK
THEY SHOULD BE CHECKED MORE
REGULARLY DURING A RACE?
It is a contentious topic at the moment, we try
to be as strict as possible at our events with a
rigorous gear check at the start. I would like to
see a check that everyone has the mandatory
kit when they cross the finish line, if they don’t
have it they will be DNF.

WE OFTEN GET ASKED ABOUT MANDATORY KITS, DO YOU THINK THEY
SHOULD BE CHECKED MORE REGULARLY DURING A RACE?
It is a contentious topic at the moment, we try
to be as strict as possible at our events with a
rigorous gear check at the start. I would like to
see a check that everyone has the mandatory
kit when they cross the finish line, if they don’t
have it they will be DNF.

ANY ADVICE FOR NEWBIES WHO
WANT TO TRY AN ADVENTURE RACE
OR OUTDOOR EVENT?
I’m no super fit adventure junkie, I’m like most
people who do our events we just have a love
for the outdoors, like challenging ourselves
and like doing that with likeminded people. The
people who do quest are really great, I have
made so many good friends for our events and
we try to create a fun welcoming atmosphere
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SATURDAY 25TH APRIL 2020
CYCLE IRELAND’S MOST DRAMATIC LANDSCAPE

ALONG THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY

55KM

AND

120KM

CYCLE ROUTES ON THE MAJESTIC
DINGLE PENINSULA AND SLEA HEAD.

JOIN US IN ONE OF IRELAND’S MOST BEAUTIFUL AND
EPIC LOCATIONS FOR A CYCLE YOU WON’T FORGET.
For more information visit

www.ridedingle.com

COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT - SHANE HERLIHY &
CAROLINE O'ROURKE
Our next people to go under the spotlight are a husband & wife
team. They show that having a can do attitude, nothing is beyond
the realms of possibility. Oh and they have some awesome kids
too!

All heroes
don't wear
capes

W

e got chatting to Shane and Caroline at Quest Killarney,
and already knowing most of their backstory, we
thought it would be a great way to shed some light and
remove any stigmas about life after organ donations.

Names: Shane Herlihy & Caroline O’Rourke
Age: 50 & 47
Occupations: Environmental Consultant & School Teacher \ Yogi
Family: 3 Boys (9-12) Luke, Sam & Alex
Before we get into the nitty gritty of your racing experiences, tell us
a little about yourselves, your sporting backgrounds etc.
S: I grew up in New York state and found a love for the outdoors
hiking, cross-country and alpine skiing in the mountains while my family were working there.
We returned to Ireland when I was starting university, so I had to find a new pastime without
snow! The Boat Club in Trinity spotted my height, and I was recruited into a fantastic rowing
club in freshers week and went on to earn a place in the senior crew. We were reasonably
successful winning a National Championship and coming second at Henley twice. The
physical fitness regime required to row is strenuous, and it gave me a good foundation that
makes it easier to recover now.
C: I grew up with four brothers and always loved sports (hockey, athletics, judo) and fell in love
with yoga in later life. I’m a bit of a tomboy and love the adrenaline rush of a competition. I
enjoy surfing and stand up paddle boarding.
What got you into adventure racing?
S: Like many parents of young families, I ended up becoming unfit in the early years of
parenthood because I was just too busy. I needed to find something to aim for to spur on some
The Home Of Adventure racing
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COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT

SHANE HERLIHY & CAROLINE O'ROURKE
regular training, especially
since I donated a kidney to my
eldest, Luke. Caroline tried it
first, and I had to follow suit
after seeing how great the
events were!
C: One Friday evening it popped up on social
media and it looked like a great thing to try!
What is favourite part about it?
S: I love the warm camaraderie that everyone
brings to the event. It’s a fun bit of competition
without being too serious.
My favourite
disciplines are the cycle and trail run descents.
C: I love the post-race buzz and the pre-race
nerves! Makes you feel alive!
Do you have any races on the horizon?

S: Quest Glendalough and might try Gael Force
West. Definitely will be returning to Killarney,
what a fantastic course!
C: Quest Glendalough and Killarney
What kind of training did you do in the run up to
Quest Killarney?
S: Because I entered the longer distance 73km
route, I did increase the amount of training I put
in over the summer gradually building up to 1015km hill runs and 50-80km cycles with hills.
In a good week I would manage to squeeze
in 4-5 sessions, however school holidays and
other commitments often interfered at times,
so it was not a textbook training plan by any
means! Caroline’s yogazest.ie yoga sessions
also helped with general conditioning and
flexibility.

C: I opted for the Challenge Route and managed
to do very little training, finishing 2nd in my age
category, so don’t let Shane’s overzealousness
put you off if you are looking to get into
adventure racing!
Do you have any words of advice to first timers?
S: Go for it, get some basic training in and you
will have a blast. Try a shorter distance first.
Don’t underestimate the amount of food and
water you will need on the longer distances.
C: Just sign up and go at your own pace. There
is something for everyone. Warning, it’s quite
addictive!

smiling the other end!
The stories we hear about your amazing kids,
is stuff of legend. We often wax lyrical about
people who do adventure racing being as tough
as teak...well we can’t wait for your boys to turn
18 and show us how it is done.
S & C: Our boys love seeing us compete as they
are all very sporty themselves. They would love
to be lining up on the start line before they turn
18! Sam & Alex have already done triathlons so
please bring on the kids adventure race series
somebody!

They say all heroes don't wear capes. This is
certainly the case with you guys, you guys have
quite the amazing backstory.
S & C: It was a parenthood baptism of fire for
sure having to cope with two serious illnesses,
but we both found huge strength in ourselves,
family and friends. First off, Luke was born
prematurely with end stage renal failure, so his
first months were spent in and out of intensive
care, multiple surgeries and dialysis. It was
touch and go whether he would survive, but
he has turned out to be quite a fighter. He
always would need a kidney transplant, and I
turned out to be a near perfect match. We did
the transplant in April 2017 and thankfully it
was a success. During the middle of Luke’s
ordeal, his younger brother, Sam, was struck
with Leukaemia. His was a very different type
of medical treatment, and thankfully after 3
and half years of chemotherapy he came out
The Home Of Adventure racing
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COMPETITOR SPOTLIGHT

& LUKE, SAM & ALEX
Can anyone be an organ donor? Who do we
contact to become one?
S: Yes, as long as you are fit and in good
health you can consider live donation. In
fact, the same week I donated to Luke, there
was a sister in her late 60’s donating to her
brother. The nurses used to slag me during
the recovery that she was up doing the stairs
sooner than me! It would be fantastic if
everyone gave donation serious consideration
when the pass away, as this is how many of
the 550 currently waiting in Ireland will benefit
from the gift of life. It’s also the only way that
heart and lung transplantees will receive an
organ. It’s very important to discuss it with
your family so they understand your wishes.

Organ donor cards can be obtained from the
Irish Kidney Association https://ika.ie/get-adonor-card/ , free texting DONOR to 50050
and there is the option to include it on your
driver’s licence.
At the Glendalough event, there was a heart
transplantee competing, fair play! Many
transplantees go on to have very successful
sporting adventures, and I have been lucky
enough to meet some of them at the World
Transplant Games https://wtgf.org/ . Their
stories and zest to live life every day are truly
inspirational! Luke & I will be representing
Ireland at the next winter games in February,
so I’ll be able to don the skis competitively
again!
So Shane, you are down a kidney and you
still rocked the 73km in Quest Killarney and
also Quest Glendalough sport in 2 seriously
impressive times. This clearly removes any
stigmas surrounding post organ donations
limiting your sporting abilities.
S: I don’t find it any different operating on one
kidney, in fact the experience has made me
more conscious of looking after myself and
keeping fit.
We usually ask what inspires you and drives
you on when you reach the tough end of a
race or life in general, but we think we might
know the answer to this one....
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“I want to start mountain biking"
You dont need to own all the gear to MTB!

Anyone can do it! But be careful, it's addictive!

time you’ll be hooked! I’m focusing on my experience here. There

MTB

are far more trails out there than covered here but that’s for another
day.
My hopes here are to give you some pointers, some advice and
most importantly share the lessons I learned when I first took the
plunge. I knew absolutely nothing about mountain biking when I
made an impulse buy of a hardtail mountain bike. As the saying
goes, the valuable lessons are hard learned! Despite some epic
Googling, I know now, I spent too much on a bike that technically is

If you follow us on Instagram you’ll no doubt

a mountain bike but its more of a “I cycle my mountain bike to work

have seen our mountain bike escapades at some

kind of mountain bike”! I could have gotten a bike that was far more

point. If you haven’t, go check it out, our pics are

suitable for less money… valuable lessons and all that.

awesome Mountain biking takes you to some
pretty epic places and the views can be breath

I had great aspirations when I got the bike. I’d heard about

taking.

the local trails near me, Ticknock & Ballinastoe trails are within

Now before anyone else says it, I’m the first

easy reach but I was apprehensive about going up. I didn’t know

to admit that I’m not particularly good at it!

anything about the trails or indeed mountain biking. “What about

Both wheels spend most of their time firmly on

all the jumps and rocks etc?” Was I going to get myself into a world

the ground. Does that mean I don’t enjoy it???

of trouble?! If I remember correctly it took me the best part of 6

Absolutely not!! Mountain biking is an absolute

months to build up the guts to go up Ticknock! It’s easy to look back

blast. If you haven’t tried it, you must, at least

now and say it was fine but in reality, I had no idea what was up

twice! The first time you be nervous, the second

there, and it was very much putting me off. If you’re still reading this,
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You will find there are MTB trails for all different
levels which are colour coded and easy to follow
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Bikes 4

HIRE!
All the kit you need to get
you started can be hired out

// READY & EQUIPPED

Bike Hire is

Ready to Rock!
its safe to assume you’ve experienced similar
and are interesting in find out what its like. I can

Actually, no.
Well technically yes, but you don’t need

biking.ie & www.
midirelandadventure.
ie and both also offer
tours. When you’ve
been bitten by the

investment! If you want to get into mountain biking and aren’t

bug, Biking.ie also

sure about it, a local trail centre with bike hire is the way to go!

offer some excellent
mountain bike specific

tell you now, there is nothing in either Ticknock

to buy one!! The guys in both Biking.ie and

or Ballinastoe that should be putting you off

Mid Ireland Adventure hire bikes, and proper

trying. Absolutely everything is doable with

mountain bikes at that. They even supply the

as I know their trail are beginner friendly and they hire mountain

both wheels on the ground in both locations but

necessary safety gear to get you going. You can

bikes. Their catchment areas are south Dublin / Wicklow and the

especially in Ballinastoe. Put your apprehension

literally turn up and try mountain biking for less

Midlands / Slieve Bloom Mountains. There may be other trails

aside and go try it. You don’t need to buy any

than €50!!! I genuinely don’t know why I didn’t

centres providing the same offering around the country that I

special gear or spend a fortune on a bike to try

do this when I was starting out. A couple of

haven’t mentioned because I’m not aware of them. If you know of

it.

sessions with these guys and you can decide if

any let us know and we’d love to check them out. Also, feel free to

you want to invest in your own bike. No upfront

reach out to us with any questions you might have.

“But a aren’t I going to need to buy a bike???”

available from www.

I’ve specifically called out Biking.ie and Mid Ireland Adventure

courses that are well
worth checking out.

YOGA FOR THE ATHLETE
By Laura O'Driscoll

LAURA O'DRISCOLL | 2018 & 19 FEMALE NATIONAL SERIES CHAMPION (EXPERT)

H

aving recently attended a Yoga
for Sport workshop with the lovely
Sarah Ramsden, among many
gems, one large takeaway for me
was this – As athletes, the majority
of our movement is in the sagittal
plane*. We lift and extend our legs, throw our
hips forward, flex our arms, all while generally
looking straight-ahead. So, when we stretch,
we should lengthen the contracted yet often
weakened and overused muscles, and work
the opposing muscles. Makes sense?

3.
Avoid rounding your spine. Keep the chest open and shoulders drawing down
toward each other away from the ears, keeping muscular length through the chest and
spine.
4.
Lengthen the spine as you inhale and as you exhale, deepen into the twist. Hold for
5-8 breaths, or whatever feels good for you. Never force it.

THE POSES





However we tend to injure mostly when we
fall out of our sagittal plain. We roll our ankles,
twist our knees, and over rotate our spine. But if we can train our bodies to be comfortable
with stable rotation, maybe we can minimize these injuries and prepare our bodies more
readily for the knocks and rolls.

YOGA FOR ADVENTURE RACES | PART 5

There are many poses that help create mobility in the joints, but here we will focus on those
which work on lubricating our spines and neck, opening our chests and shoulder joints,
releasing our lower back and hips, freeing up our abdominals and creating a little space
within.

THE RULES

Seated Twist with
Chair

Reclined Twist

Seated twist

Half Lord of the
Fishes Twist

Nice easy one for
the office, or at the
end of a stationary
bike session.

Great as a
maintenance
stretch or after a
long day on the bike
or in the hills.

Can be done sitting
back on heels. Aim
to open your chest
to the side of the
room. Look back
over shoulder if it’s
ok in the neck.

By hugging the leg
into the body, you
can get a lovely
bonus glute stretch.
Try to not fall back
on extended arm.

Rather than going into each pose individually, here are a few key rules related to twists.
1.
Before twisting, stabilize your core by engaging the muscles of the lower spine. These
include psoas, QL** and glutes, which are connected to the fascia around the spine, and
transverse abdominals. This involves a slight engagement of the muscles, so that the core
feels stable before twisting aimlessly into our spines.
2.
Do not twist too deep. Twist from the lower spine. The reason being, each part of our
spine has various natural rotational capabilities-Lumber has 5 degrees rotation, Thoracic
35 and Cervical 50 degrees. Control the twist within your range of motion. No pain.
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YOGA FOR THE ATHLETE
By Laura O'Driscoll

LAURA O'DRISCOLL | 2018 & 19 FEMALE NATIONAL SERIES CHAMPION (EXPERT)

THE POSES(contd...)

YOGA FOR ADVENTURE RACES | PART 5

THE BENFITS Apart from preparing our body for when it falls out of the sagittal plane, there is a long list
of magical benefits attached to these particular twists.





1. Twists help de-stress the body and reduce anxiety, through releasing tension caught
up in the spine. They allow us open our chests, shoulders and back. When our upper back
is rounded and closed we hold the posture of someone in defense, this feeds into our brain
allowing us feel threatened, stressed or at risk of attack. When our chests our open our
hearts are open and we are more open to what the world might throw at us.
2. Twists help with digestion and detoxifying the system. A great set of poses to do after the Christmas dinner (well maybe not directly after!) Twists help compress the digestive
organs, decreasing circulation, so when we release the twist there is a rush of fresh oxygenated blood to the organs. They help create mobility between the organs in the abdominal cavity and motility (movement within the organs). Various studies indicate that they
help stimulate the organs, which can increase the metabolism and also digestive function,
along with removing gas!

Twisted Lunge (off
the knee)

Twisted Squat

Standing Straddle
Forward Bend***

Allows us attach
a twist to our hip
opener. Try to keep
the spine long and
hips stable.

Bringing a little more
length into the side
waist and testing
our balance and core
stability. Keep the
knee joint stacked
over the ankle. Press
back into heel.

Nice for those tight
hips and builds
strength in the legs.

One of the few
suitable twists for
pregnancy, as it is
an open twist. Bend
from the waist

5&6
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4. Energy! Twists are magic for picking our energy levels up through creating space in
the body. When the spine slumps energy levels slump with it. When we create space in our
chests, our hearts our open and we are energized and able to meet the demands of life. Not
convinced? Try it!!



Twisted Low Lunge

3. Maintain spinal mobility and reduces back pain, through stretching the muscles
attached, hydrating the intervertebral discs and allowing full natural range of motion. This
prevents joints drying out, hardening and eventually fusing.

Note
Not recommended during pregnancy***, with any spinal disc injury, sacroiliac joint
dysfunction or chronic digestive issues.
*Sagittal Plane – anatomical plane that divides the body into left and right
**QL Quadratus Lumborum - lower back stabilizing muscle

The Home Of Adventure racing
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Gadgets
Gear

STUFF

should you have an off during your ride together with ‘Theft Protection’ that pings your phone
should your bike be moved while you’ve stopped for that coffee and scone! Battery life pretty
good too at up to 16hr runtime. Depending on your commute, that’s a lot of trips to and from
work!!
// THE BAD

There’s nothing here that’s particularly bad to be fair but there are a couple of things that
bother me. I personally preferred the mounting method of the original Icon where the whole light
and mount were removed when taking off the light making it slightly easier to move between
bikes. That said, the new mount for the Icon2 allows the angle of the light to be adjusted
through predefined notches, I still prefer the old mount though. I know, I’m being picky! Like
anything that’s Bluetooth enabled, sometimes it just doesn’t want to connect! A quick reset of
the light generally fixes this, but it can be frustrating.
// CONCLUSION

W

e covered the
See.Sense Icon2
here briefly in
our last issue,
on paper it
promises big
things. For best
part of the last
two months we’ve been using the
latest iteration of the Icon in the field,
on the roads and the odd cycle path
to see if it lives up to its claims.
I’ve been using See.Sense Icon
lights for the last few years and
always carry a second light with a
replaceable AA/AAA battery, just in
case and not to be relying solely on
a rechargeable light. In truth though,
I’ve never had to use the backup
light! My Icon has never let me down
and up to recently I’ve been using
the first incarnation of the Icon. Here
we’re looking at the latest incarnation
though, the Icon2.
Boasting a step up in lumen count
over the Icon, the Icon2 puts out a
hefty 300lm which can be adjusted in
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THE SPECS
Lumens Rear: 300
Weight: 50 grams
Runtime: 16hrs on
'Reactive Flash'
Water Sealed: IP67
Rated Price: €89
Available From:
https://seesense.cc/

both brightness and flash pattern via
the accompanying app. From a visibility
perspective, the Icon2 is fantastic. No
one approaching from behind can use
the “I didn’t see you” excuse. In fact,
commuting in the pitch dark in urban
areas, I’ve been running the Icon2 at
circa 50-60% brightness but opting for
the full 100% on dark unlit roads. Whilst
stopped at lights I’ve even had other
cyclists enquire as to what the rear light
is due to its eye catching brightness
and flash pattern.

The price is a little on the steep side for a rear light but… if you commute or ride on unlit roads at
night this is a very good piece of kit to add to your arsenal. The Icon2 can be seen from nearly 3km
away, it draws attention, it reacts to conditions, battery life is up on 16 hours, it can be mounted
to pretty much any bike without any tools and comes with all the necessary bits to fit to standard
and aero seat posts. The added “connected” features make this a worthy contender for your hardearned cash. This could make an ideal stocking filler this Christmas.

// THE GOOD

THE ICON2
PUTS OUT A
HEFTY 300LM
Source: Dave Gowan

The brightness of this light is
fantastic and certainly attention
grabbing. Light can be paired with
both your phone via Bluetooth and
your Ant+ enabled cycling computer
for low battery alerts. Icon2 reacts to
the conditions by flashing brighter /
faster when the need arises (slowing at
junctions etc). On top of the expected
light functionality, a connected light like
the Icon2 also offers Integrated ‘Crash
Alerts’ that notifies a chosen contact
The Home Of Adventure Racing

A DEFINITE STOCKING FILLER

See.Sence Icon 2
One of our Gear Picks of the YEAR
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A FINAL FEW WORDS

THANK YOU!!!
We say this every month but we
sincerely mean it! Without you guys,
All this could not happen...

P.S. Please make sure to follow us on Facebook.
Likes make all the hard work that little bit easier.
Photo captured by the guys at DAR Dingle

